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                                       Email: mybobo2002@hotmail.com 
 I.BAGROUND  
 Why vocabulary production task?  

“ the majority of vocabulary is learned receptively through reading or listening”. (Webb, 2006, p.33)  
But “encountering new or advanced vocabulary in reading and teacher explanation of vocabulary was not 
sufficient for it to become productive” (Lee & Muncie, 2006, p.310) 
 
“ Increased productive vocabulary acquisition implies a much larger increase in recognition vocabulary, 
improving overall classroom language performance ( Lee and Muncie, 2006)   
  
What are the factors that increase the efficacy of production task?  

1. Increased amount of time spent on task                            2. Slightly higher demanding load of the task  
3. Structured scaffolding                                                       4. Multiple interaction with the target words 
5. Contextualized learning in communicative framework    6. Integrated instruction with the other skills 
 
II. THE ACTION RESEARCH PROJECT: Integrating communicative vocabulary 
production tasks into the curriculum of a movie-based ESL listening class. 

A. Teaching context: Adult Education Non Credit ESL movie class.  

B. Participants: 5 to 10 students from the movie class.  

C. Goal:  To complement the ESL movie class by giving a lesson focusing on the production of  the 
lexical items they receptively learn from the regular class meeting. 
 
D. Lesson focus: 7 to 9 lexical items for each lesson. 

E. Time: 3 times a week (MWF) for 30 to 40 minutes after the regular class meeting. .  

F. Procedure: development of activities  

*Lesson frame: Matching exercise – Real-life connection – comprehension questions-retelling the stories 

1) Matching exercise:  match the meaning with the corresponding form.  

ɿInitial format  : choose the form from the box and put it down next to the meaning. 

Example) agree with other people about something                  Form:    

ɿ2nd format:  put down the name of the character and discuss the context.  

Example) make a mistake, especially because you have been careless or stupid.  Form :      Who?   

ɿFinal format : put the form into the blank of an example sentences.  

Example)  stop feeling some emotion, in particular, anger, nervous, or too much excitement.     Who? 
                  Grace has a quick temper, but it doesn’t take long to ______________. 
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ʉMy observation & Ss’ feedback:  
Who question activated the memory, facilitated the subsequent activities and turned the activity more 
interactive.  
Example sentences directed their attention to forms and gave a better idea of how to use it.  

2) Real-life connections (newly added from lesson 11): choose one lexical item and describe the real-life 
situation where they might use it.  

ɿInitial format : teacher’s demonstration – write their own example on the handout -- read it aloud.  

ɿFinal format :  put the examples down on the board and discuss its contextual appropriateness and 
grammatical accuracy. 

ʉMy observation & Ss’ feedback: 
Consolidated the knowledge/ encouraged the use and learning of vocabulary outside the classroom.   

3) Comprehension questions: discuss the questions on the content of the scenes using the target 
vocabulary put in parenthesis next to the questions.   

Example) What problem does Leigh Ann have with the English teacher? ( on board (with) ,  support) 

ʉMy observation & Ss’ feedback: 
Provided clues to recall the scene, linguistic support to construct sentences and a framework for the 
retelling activity.   

4) Retelling the stories : retell the story to the partner incorporating the target vocabulary. (Pair work) 

ɿInitial format : retell the story incorporating the lexical items in the box and listeners tick off the items 
as they hear.  

ɿFinal format(see Appendix A): Ss are given a role of the character in the movie and a list of questions 
Then each pair have a conversation asking the given questions and answering the questions incorporating 
the target vocabulary in the box.   

ʉMy observation & Ss’ feedback:  
Facilitated noticing the gap, helped consolidation & internalization, Interactive and  engaging.  

G. Students' feedback  (Survey & Interview) 

ɿ Students perceived the lesson very useful.  
" when I learn again and again, it becomes my own language. Sometimes, it pops up"  

ɿThe lesson encouraged the students to use the vocabulary outside the classroom.  
" I am trying to use it in my writing"  

ɿThe adjustment and repeated practice with the same lesson framework made them feel more comfortable 
and doing better with the activities as well as engaged them more in the activities.  
" All this process, I watch a movie, and understand a little bit, and do listening activity and understand a 
little bit more, and do the idiom check and do the vocabulary activities and understand more and more 
with the teacher's and partner's help".  
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H. Mentor teacher’s feedback.  
ɿ“ the vocabulary lesson  is the missing link to approaching the ideal way for teaching this class”  
ɿ“ Each part of the lesson scaffold the students’ ability  to use the idioms and vocabulary and come to 
own their idioms” 
ɿ“I have heard students having really interesting and innovative conversations”  

I. Pedagogical implications  

ɻMultiple exposures through scaffolding.                 ɻActivities with well guided structure 

ɻConsistency of the lessons                                       ɻIntegration into the context of other skills 

ɻConnect it to Ss’ personal lives 

 Acknowledgement : My mentor teacher, Terry Dolye, My advisor Dr. Olsher and all the 

professors, the participants of my project, My husband Jay & daughter Yuna~  
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Appendix A: Final format of the lesson handout 

                                         Lesson 18.  Vocabulary study                 Name: 

A. VOCABULARY REVIEW 

Match the meaning of the phrases with their corresponding forms in the box below.  
Please write the phrase in the blank of the example sentence and also indicate WHO said the phrase 
in the movie.   

1. complete forms; write down information on forms.                   Who? 

 Example) if you are planning to graduate this semester, you should ……………….. this form.  

2. visit somebody to see if he or she has any new information.                       Who? 

Example) Welcome back, Let’s …………….. with John for the latest news you need to know right now.  

3. for the period of time something takes/ one thing can happen or be true only if another thing 
happens or is true                       Who? 

Example1) You can go out to play ………….. you stay in the back yard.  

Example 2) A: How long are you going to stay here? 
                     B: ……………….. you need me.  

4. have a person fewer than before because one person left, died, is absent.                   Who? 

Example) A: Hi, Anna, What happened to you yesterday? 
                 B: oh, I didn’t feel well, How was the class? 
                 A: It was OK, but the group discussion didn’t go well………………….  We missed you.  

5. force somebody to leave, often using physical force.                    Who? 

 Example) At least four kids have been ……………… of school for cheating on exams.  

6. be traveling; just having left on a trip, honeymoon, adventure                   Who? 

** be off to PLACE: leave, depart  

Example) A: Can we have another meeting next week? 
                  B: I am sorry but this time next week, I will ……………….. my trip to Niagara Falls 

7. a young person who has a great natural ability in a subject or skill.                    Who? 

Be off on one’s NOUN,           minus NUMBER + NOUN,     fill out,        prodigy 

As long as + CLAUSE,       check in (with) somebody,     throw somebody out,   no record of  
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Example) Mozart was a musical …………. 

8. no information (written or computer file) about something or somebody            Who? 

Example) A: Is Young Sook a student in this class? 
                 B: There is no record of her, but she’s been in the class all semester. 

B: REAL LIFE CONNECTION  

Think about situations in your own life in which you might use one of the expressions you reviewed today. 
Then choose one expression and describe the situation or create example sentences.  

Expressions Real-life situations 

Example: minus NUMBER NOUN 
 
Your example:  
 
 
 
 
 
 

One of my classmate, Dina, did not come to the 
class last week. So I emailed her and said “ How 
are you doing, Dina? We had a less exciting class 
minus one person”  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 C: Retelling the story.  
Step 1: Before you retell the story, we will discuss the following questions. When you answer the 
questions, try to use the phrases in the parenthesis.  

1. While Louis was waiting for Lyla in front of her apartment, what did he hear from her neighbor?   ( be off 
on one’s NOUN) 

2.Why did Louis call Marshal from New York and what did they talk about? ( minus NUMBER NOUN, 
band )  

3.When Louis was trying to look for a place to have a concert, how did Louis appeal to the manager at the 
concert hall?  ( one song, throw somebody out) 

4.When Mr. Jeffrie met Lyla, what did he suggest and how did Lyla react? (fill out,  wait,   six months)  
 

5. Why did Lyla call Jeffrie?  Why did she rent an apartment in New York and how long is she going to stay 
there? ( Check in, more information, as long as ~ )  

 

6. According to Reverend and Dean of Julliard School of Music, what is Evan like and why?  ( prodigy, 
mystery, angel, no record of ) 
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Step 2: Now, you will play the roles of Louis, Lyla, and Reverend. Imagine that Louis finally meets Lyla  
and tells her how he ended up in New York and how he started singing again. Then imagine that Lyla tells 
her roommate Lizzy about what she have found so far about her son and what she is going to do in New 
York.  

When you talk to your partner, you can use whatever vocabulary from the box below. However, be sure to 
include the underlined expressions.  Then switch the role. Every time you hear your partner saying the 
underlined expression, tick it off (V)  

Possible Questions for Lyla 

What made you think I got married? I have 
been waiting for you for 10 years living 
alone.  

 
Then how did you end up in New York and 
singing again?  

 

 

 

Your own question? ~~  

                     Vocabulary for Louis 

Waiting, Chicago, your apartment, your 

neighbor, be off on one’s honeymoon.  

play again, hear me,  Marshal, still minus 

NUMBER NOUN ,  New York, a concert hall,  

a song I wrote for you,   throw me out,  

 

Questions for Lizzy  (Lyla’s friend)  

How is it going? Any news?  

 
 
Where are you staying there? You cannot 
stay in a hotel forever.  

Your own questions!  

Vocabulary for Evan 

Met Jeffrie,   fill out,   six month, Check in,    

more information  

Rent, an apartment, as long as  

Questions for Reverend’ friend 

(hearing Evan’s playing)  
Where did this boy come from? He’s 
amazing 

Vocabulary for Reverend.  

Prodigy,   no record of  

 

 


